
FocusPoint and Skylo have a partnership to combine Skylo's satellite 
connectivity with FocusPoint's flagship solution "Overwatch & Rescue" 
(O&R).

Under this partnership, FocusPoint will be a preferred supplier for 
Skylo and its customers, with an emphasis on offering O&R to all 
device manufacturers that engage Skylo to enable satellite 
connectivity and need emergency responses. O&R is a service 
guarantee that reduces and, in many cases, eliminates the financial 
exposure associated with an emergency response. O&R comes 
standard with benefits like 24/7 multilingual crisis consultation, search 
and rescue, no-cost security and medical evacuations, emergency 
response for hazardous summer and winter sports incidents, natural 
disasters, pandemic threats, and more. O&R is an ideal solution for 
anyone that lives, works, or plays on the fringe of cellular connectivity 
– and users will now be able to connect to Skylo's satellite technology 
when out of reach of cell service.
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Skylo Technologies is an NTN service provider based in Palo Alto, CA, 
offering a service that allows cellular modems and devices to connect 
directly over existing satellites. Devices connected over satellite are 
managed and served by Skylo’s commercial NTN vRAN, featuring a 
3GPP standards-based cloud-native base station and core. Skylo 
works with existing satellite operators, terrestrial mobile network 
operators, and device makers to provide subscribers an anywhere, 
anytime connectivity solution that seamlessly roams between 
terrestrial and satellite networks. Skylo’s focus is on enabling 
connected services for people outdoors and connected workflows for 
machines at work across critical industries such as agriculture, 
maritime, logistics, mining, and others, in addition to mass-market 
consumer devices.

FocusPoint International is a critical event management company 
that specializes in Emergency Response as a Service (ERaaS).

FocusPoint is in the business of identifying and illuminating possible 
threats, mitigating risks, and responding to crises events impacting 
people and organizations on the move. Leveraging intelligence-driven, 
proprietary technology solutions, the company specializes in the full 
provision of location-based device monitoring and escalation 
services, medical and security evacuation services, and crisis 
response services in support of specialty risk insurance products.

As a global company with 16 offices on 5 continents and over 5,000 
proprietary and vetted personnel, FocusPoint is well positioned to 
deliver an integrated suite of products and services that address the 
growing concern of blended threats, financial loss, mobility and 
reputational risks of multinational organizations, government 
agencies, high net-worth individuals and families, non-governmental 
organizations, and business, student, adventure and leisure travelers.

Contact Skylo at info@skylo.tech or visit us at skylo.tech.

Contact Kigen here kigen.com/contact or visit us at kigen.com.

http://www.skylo.tech
https://kigen.com/contact/
http://www.kigen.com

